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INTRODUCTION 
In this work v̂ e shall study manifolds on which both a vector field and a real 
valued function are defined. 
Consider now a foliation F on a manifold M. We say that two vector fields X 
and У are F-equivalent if there is a homeomorphism h : M -^ M which is an equiva­
lence between X and Y and preserves the leaves of F. A variation of the case codim 
(F) = 1 is to consider field-functions on M, that is, pairs {X,f) where X is a vector 
field and / is a real-valued function (both defined on M) and defining {X,f) to be 
equivalent to (У, g) if there is a homeomorphism h : M -^ M which sends trajectories 
of X to trajectories of У and level curves of/ to level curves of g. 
The concept of structural stability of {X,f) was introduced in [4]. In section 3 of 
that paper an example was given of a field-function {X,f) where / is the height 
function, which is structurally stable. In an idealized situation the magnetic field of 
the earth can be thought as a particular case of this example and the level curves of/ 
turn out to be the parallels. As in the example the geographic poles do not coincide 
with the magnetic poles and it seems clear that the last situation is a stable pheno­
menon. 
We restrict ourselves to the case of two dimensional manifolds. 
We are interested in studying the set of points pe M where the trajectory of X 
and the level curve of/ have non tranversai contact; such points are the singularities 
of (X,/). We find similar singularities when one studies the so called I-gradient 
vector fields, which are special vector fields on a compact Riemmanian manifold 
obtained as orthogonal projections of gradient vector fields on a given distribution 
of contact elements. The singularities of such fields in certain cases are the singularities 
of a class of vector fields coming from the mechanics named Appel fields (see more 
details in [5]). 
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The singularities of (Xj) were generically classified in [4]. The main aim of this 
paper is to classify the codimension-one singularities of a field-function; i.e. those 
singularities which generically occur in one parameter families of field-functions. 
The classification is done in terms of the local structural stability definition of a field-
function. We shall show that there exist ten different topological types of codi­
mension-one singularities. The unfolding of each one of these singularities is given. 
In Section 1 we give some definitions and preliminary results. The main result is 
stated in Section 2. The remaining sections are devoted to defining codimension-one 
singularities, to give auxiliary results and to prove the main theorem. Figures and 
references appear at the end of the paper. 
We shall finish the introduction by exhibiting an example. 
In IR̂  consider the function f(x, y) = x, the field X^ = (cos x sen y — a sen x, 
sen X cos j^) a e IR, the usual metric and the following equivalence relation: 
(̂ 15 У1) '^ (̂ 2» У2) ^^ there exist (m, n) e Z^ such that 
X2 = Xj^ + Imn and ^2 = ^ 1 + ^птс . 
In T^ = IR /̂ ^ consider the quotient metric. 
The singularities of {X^, f) in IR̂  are given by the relation: 
cos X sen t — a sen x = 0 , 
In T^ the set of singularities of {X^,f) is: 
a) 4 circles if a = 0; 
b) 2 circles if a Ф 0. 
So we are tempted to say that a = 0 is a bifurcation point of the one parameter 
family {X,J) on T\ 
1. PRELIMINAIRES 
Consider M a C°̂  two dimensional compact manifold without boundary. 
Let X^ be the space of С vector fields on M with the C" topology and F*""*" ^ be the 
space of C^^ real value functions with the O^^ topology. We topologise W = 
= X*" X F'"^^ with the natural product topology; we shall assume r > 2. 
We will fix on M a Riemannian metric of class C°°. 
Definition 1.1. Let p.qeM, We say that {X,f) eWaXp is equivalent to (Y, g) 
at q if there exist neighborhoods, U of p and V of q, in M and a homeomorphism 
h: и -^ V which maps trajectories of Z^j onto trajectories of Y^u and level curves 
of/ |ü onto level curves of g\V' From this the Local Structural Stability in Tf is given 
in a natural way. Denote by I^ the subset of W consisting of the locally structurally 
stable field-functions. 
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Consider [X,f)e VF and ре M. The folowing notation will be used in the text: 
i) X{f) (p) is the derivative of/ along X at p; 
ii) Lf{p) is the level curve of/ passing by p; 
iii) Ух{р) is the trajectory of X passing by p; 
iv) фх{х, t) is the solution of x = X{x) satisfying фх{х, 6) = x; Ух{^) = 
= {фх{х,1)11Еи}; 
v) Dfp is the derivative of/ at p; 
vi) For a subset S of M, dS is the boundary of 5, / |5 is the restriction of / to S 
and M — 5 is the set of points q e M such that q ф S. 
Definition 1.2. A point p e M is a regular point of {X,f) e W if X{f) (p) Ф 0. 
If X{f) (p) = 0 then JP is a critical point or a singularity of {X,f). The critical set 
of (X , / ) (denoted C(X,f)) is the set of the critical points p e M of {X,f). 
Definition 1.3. A point p e C(X,f) is said to be a critical point of {X,f) of type: 
I — if i) X{p) = 0; ii) p is a hyperbolic critical point of X; iii) the eigenvalues 
of DXp are distinct; iv) p is a regular point of/; v) the eigenspaces of DXp are trans­
versal to Lj{p) at p. 
II - if i) X{p) Ф 0; ii) jC7 is a non degenerate critical point of/; iii) X{X{f)) ф 0. 
III - if i) X{p) Ф 0 ii) p is a regular point of/; iii) {X{XJ)) (p) Ф 0. 
lY - ifi)X{p) Ф 0;ii) pis a regular point of/;iii) D(Z(/))^, Ф 0; iw)X{X{f))(p) = 
= O b u t X ( Z ( X ( / ) ) ) ( p ) ф O . 
We will refer to the critical point of (X,f) of type J as Gj-singularity of {X,f), 
J = I, II, III and IV. 
Definition 1.4. A point pe M is said to be a generic point of {X,f) if either it is 
a regular point of ( X , / ) or it is a Gj-singularity of (X , / ) , J = I, II, III and IV. 
Remark 1.5. Let p be a non degenerate node of Z (this means that if Я ,̂ ^2 are the 
eigenvalues of DXp, with X[p) = 0, then А̂  . Я2 > 0 and Я1 ф ^2)-
We shall refer to a weak trajectory of X at p as that trajectory of X tangent to the 
eigenspace DXp associated to the eigenvalue of larger absolute value. 
In [4] was proved that: 
a) (X, / ) e I^ if and only if any point of M is a generic point of (X, / ) ; 
b) I^ is open and dense in W. 
If X is a С vector field on M with X(jp) == 0 then the determinant and the trace 
of DXp will be denoted by A(X, p) and o{X, p) respectively. 
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2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
For technical reasons a g-singularity of {X,f) e PF will be defined later. 
In this paper we shall prove the following theorem: 
Theorem A. Let p e M be a Q-singularity of (X, / ) then: 
1. There exist neighborhoods В of {X,f) in W and N of p in M and a C " ^ 
function G : В -^ R such that G(7, g) = 0 if and only if {Y,g) has a Q-singularity 
in N as unique non generic critical point in N; 
2) Following 1) if G(Y,g) = 0 then {X,f) at p is germ equivalent to each (У, g) 
at some qe N; 
3) There are 10 different topological types of Q-singularities; moreover, the 
universal unfolding of each one of these Q-singularities is given (see the pictures); 
4) If p is neither a generic point of{X,f) nor a Q-singularity of{X,f) then there 
is a sequence (X„,/„) in Wtending to {X,f) such that p is a Q-singularity of(Xn,f„). 
3. THE Öi-SINGULARITY 
Définition 3.1. A point p is a Q^-singularity of (X,f)e Ж if: i) X{p) = 0 and p 
is hyperbolic; ii) p is not a critical point of/ and 1-/{р) is tangent to one of the eigen-
spaces of DXp', iii) the eigenvalues of DXp are real and distinct. Under the above 
conditions will be shown (Lemma 3.2) that C{X,f) is a local submanifold of M 
(around p) and jp is a critical point of X(Z(/)) j^. We impose the following additional 
hypothesis: iv) p is a non degenerate critical point of X(X(/)) |^. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose (X,f) G W and pe M satisfying the above conditions 3.1.i, 
3.1.ii and 3.2.ii. Then there are neighborhoods U of 0 in R, N of p in M and a С 
imbedding a : U -^ N such that a(0) = p and q e C{X f)nN if and only if q e a([/). 
Furthermore, C{X,f) is tangent to Lf[p) at p. 
Proof. Consider a system of coordinates around p (say (xi, X2)) satisfying x^^p) == 
— ^lip) = 0 and / ( x i , X2) = X2. Let [X^,X^) be the components of X in these 
coordinates. 
By the submersion local form this system of coordinates can be obtained such that 
djoxi is an eigenvector of DXp (this implies, in particular that [dX^-jôxi) (0, 0) = 0). 
The following С real function 
F{x^ X2) = X{f) (xi X2) 
satisfies 
F(xi, X2) = Щх^, X2), F(0 0) = 0 and DF{0, 0) is non singular . 
We may, by hypothesis, consider djdx2 an eigenvector of DXp] this implies 
{dX'ldx2) (0, 0) = 0 and (ax^/Sx^) (0, 0) ф 0. 
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Now, a simple calculation shows that we can get a С real function X2 = a(xi) 
defined in a convenient-neighborhood of 0 in R, such that: 
a(0) = 0 , F(xi, X2) = 0 only if X2 = «(xj) and a'(0) = 0 . 
This ends the proof. П 
Remark 3.2.a. Considering X(X(/)) given in the same coordinates above named 
is trivial to show that p is a critical point of Z(X(/))jc(x,/)-
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that peM is a Q^-singularity of {X, f) e W. The curve 
a{t) obtained in Lemma 3.2 satisfies: 
a) if t Ф 0 then a(t) is a Gmsingularity of(X,f); 
b) the contact between a and Lj-(p) at p is of 2^^ order. 
Proof. It is clear that X{X{f)) (p) = 0. 
Consider x = (x^, X2) the coordinates given in the proof of Lemma 3.2. We have: 
XiXif)) (x„ X,) = (x'^-f-+ X^ ~ ] (x„ X,). 
\ ox^ 0x2) 
So, the function h{x^ = Z(X(/)) (x^, a(xi)) satisfies: 
i) /1(0) = /î'(0) = 0 and ii) й"(0) Ф 0. 
The above condition ii) implies that: 
a) if Xi Ф 0 then h{x^ Ф 0; this means if ^ e C{X,f) n a{U) and q Ф p then q 
is a Gin-singularity of (X,/); 
b) a"(0) Ф 0; this means that the contact between C{X,f) and Lf(p) at p is of 
2"** order. D 
Lemma 3.4. Let pe M be a Q^-singularity of(X,f) e W, Then there exist neigh­
borhoods В of(X,f) in WandN of p in M and a 0~^ function q : В -^ N such that 
a) q{Xj) = p, 
b) Y{g){q{Y,g))^0, 
c) Y{Y{g)) {q{Y, g)) = 0 if and only if q{Y, g) is a Q^singularity, 
d) if Y(Y(g)) {q{Yy g)) Ф 0 then there exist two points in N n C(Y, g), q^ and ^2 
{qi Ф q{Y,g) i = 1, 2) such that, qi is a Gi'Singularity of (Y, g^, ^2 ^^ ^ ^iv" 
singularity of (Y,g) and if q ф qi (i = 1, 2) then q is a Gm-singularity of 
Proof. Let (xi, X2) the same coordinates around p (say in U) given in the proof 
of Lemma 3.2. 
Défine a С function F :W x U -^ Rby: 
F{Y, g, Xi, X2) = Y{g) (x^, X2) . 
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Since {dFJdxz) {X,f, О, 0) ф О we can get a С function X2 = a{Y, g, Xi) which is 
solution of F = 0 and satisfies oc{XJ, 0) = 0. The function x^ -^ (Y, g, x^) describes 
the critical set of {Y,g), 
Define the function H: В x I -^ Rby 
H{Y, g, Xi) = Y{Y{g)) {x^, a(xi, y,^)) where В and/ are convenient neighborhoods 
of {X,f) (in W) at Xi = 0 (in JR) respectively. We have: 
— (Z,/ ,0) = 9 and ^ ( Х , / , 0 ) Ф 0 
5xi dxf 
I suppose without loss of generality that (Z, / , 0) > 0 ) . 
So, we find a function x^ = ß{Y,g) which is solution of {dHJdxi) (У, g, x^) = 0 
and satisfies ß{X,f) = 0. If В is chosen small enough then for each (У, g)E В the 
point ß{Y, g) is the minimum of the function 
Xi -> H{Y, g, Xi) . 
So: 
i) if H{Y, g, ß{Y, g)) > О then for every x^ e I, H{Y, g, x,) > 0; 
ii) H{Y, g, xi) = 0 if and only if x^ = ß{Y, g); 
ni) if H(Yy g, ß{Y,g)) < О then there exist two points x, x in /, x < ß{Y, g) < x 
such that H{Y, g, x) = H{Y, g, x) = 0, (dHldx,) (У, g, x) > 0 and {dHJdx^). 
. ( y , ^ , x ) > 0 . 
Observe that i) can never occur since each У close enough to X(in X*") has a critical 
point Py, close to p (in N) which satisfies: Y{Y{gy) (py) = 0. Now the conclusion of the 
lemma is immediate if we consider q(Y, g) = {ß{Y, g), oc{ß{Y, g), У, g)). D 
Lemma 3.5. Let p e M be a Qi-singularity of (Z, / ) e W. Then there exist 
neighborhoods В of {X,f) in W, N of p in M and a 0~^ function G : В -^ R 
satisfying: 
a) G(y, g) = 0 if and only if (У, g) has a Qi-singularity p{Y, g) in N; any point 
in C{Y,g) n N different from p{Y, g) is a Gm'Singularity; 
b) if G{Y, g) Ф 0 then C{Y, g) n N contains one point q which is a Gi-singularity 
of(Y, g), one point ^2 ^^hich is a Giysingularrity, Furthermore, if qe C(Y, g) n N, 
q Ф qt, i = 1,2 then is a Gursingularity of {Y,g); 
c) DG{X,f) Ф 0. 
Proof. Each У close enough to X in X'' has a critical point Py which is of the same 
type as p and the correspondence У-> Py is C^ Observe that Y(Y{g)){py) = 0; 
so if Py coincides with q{Y, g) obtained in Lemma 3.4) then Py is a ßj-singularity 
of {Y, g). 
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The following function permits us to finish the proof: 
G{Y,g) = ^{Y{Y{g)){p,) 
OX I 
(we are considering the coordinates given in Lemma 3.4). П 
Remark 3.6 — Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 describe the unfolding of a Q^-singularity. 
x = 0 
x=0 
/ \ 
\ ^•'^^^'^ / ^ 
^ ^ ^ - - i s s ^ ^ 
Itrz:::;:;;: 







Fig. 1. Unfolding of a Qj^-singularity 
(case one)*) 
Fig. 2. Unfolding of a 0^-singularity (case two) 
*) If ( F, g) is a field function, broken lines in the following figures, represent the level curves 
of ^, unbroken lines represent the trajectories of Y, and thick unbroken lines represent the crittical 
set of (У, or). 
We are considering a one-parameter family of field-functions ((Г, ^), Я) such that ((F, ^), 0) 
contains some ö-singularity. As in [2] and [3] we are assuming that this family has some transver 
sality condition with respect to Я. 
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Remark 3.7. In Lemma 3.5, the neighborhoods ß and N can be choosen such that 
if G{Y, g) = 0 then (X , / ) at p is germ equivalent to (7, g) at Py (see the technique 
used in [4]). 
4. THE Ö2-SINGULARITY 
Definition 4.1. A point p e M is a Q2'Singularity of ( Z , / ) e W if: i) X{p) = 0; 
ii) If Ai, ^2 are the eigenvalues of DZp then Ai = A2 = Я Ф 0 and rank [DX^, — Я/] = 
= 1; iii) p is not a critical point of/ and L/(p) is transverse to that eigenspace of DXp 
at p. 
Let p e M be a 62"Singularity of {X,f) e W, 
Lemma 4.2. There exist neighborhoods U of 0 in R, N of p in M and a С im­
bedding a :U -^ N such that: a) a(0) = p and q e C(X,f) n N only if qe a(L/); 
b) C{X,f) is transversal to Ly.(p) at p; c) if q e a{U) and q ^ p then q is a G,ir 
singularity of(X,f), 
Proof. Consider a system of coordinates x = (xi, ^2) around p satisfying x^[p) = 
= ^lip) = 0 and X(x^, Х2) = (Axi + 0X2, Ах2) with Я Ф 0, a 4= 0. 
The following С real function F{xi, Х2) = X( / ) (x i , X2) satisfies F(0, 0) = 0, 
(dFJdx,) (0, 0) = X{dfldx,) {0, 0) and 
dF_ 
dxj ("••"-("ê^^â*"'"'-
Because {dfjdxi) (0, 0) ф 0 (this follows from condition iii) of definition 4.1) we 
can get a С function x^ = a(x2), defined in convenient neighborhood of 0 in Я, 
such that a(0) = 0 and F{x^, X2) = 0 only if x^ = «(хз). 
It is easily shown that C{X,f) is transverse to Lf{p) at p. 
The function h{x2) = X(Z(/)) (a(x2). X2) satisfies h'{0) Ф 0. This finishes the 
proof. П 
Corollary 4.3. There exist neighborhoods В of{X,f) in W and N of p in M and 
a C'^ function q : В -^ N such that: a) The element q{^Y, g) is the unique solution 
of Y{g) = Y{Y{g)) = 0 for each (7, g) G Б; b) У(^(У, g)) = 0. 
Proof. Part a) follows immediately from 4.2. 
Since p is a hyperbolic critical point of X, N and В can be obtained such that for 
each {Y,g)EB, Y contains) a single critical point qyE N which satisfies Y{g) {qy) = 
= Y{Y{g)) (qy) = 0. Now part a) implies part b). П 
Remark 4,4. The next lemma describes the universal unfold ing of a 02-sing^larity 





Fig. 3. Unfolding of a Ô2"^^"êularity 
Lemma 4.5. There exist neighborhoods В of {X,f) in W and N of p in M and 
a О function G : В -^ R such that: 
a) G(7, g) = 0 if and only if {Y, g) has a Q2'Singularity in N; 
b) / / G{Y,g) Ф 0 then C(Y, g) nN contains a point which is a Gi-singularity 
of (7, g) and other points of it are Gm-singularities of (Y, g). 
c) DG{XJ) Ф 0. 
Proof. It У is a field close to X in X'', let Py be the critical point of Fin a neigh­
borhood iV of p in M. 
The required function is given by: 
GiY,g) = a\Y,p^)-4A{Y,p,). 
Now, it is not difficult to prove the present Lemma. П 
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Remark 4.6. In Lemma 4.5, the neighborhoods В and N can be choosen such 
that if G{Y, g) = 0 then (X, / ) at p is germ equivalent to (У, g) at Py. 
5. THE Ô3-SINGULARITY 
Definition 5.1. A point p e M is a Q^-singularity of {X,f) e W if: i) X{p) = 0; 
ii) p is a saddle-node [2] of X; iii) p is not a critical point of/ and if{p) is transversal 
to the eigenspaces of DXp at p. Under the above conditions will be shown that C{X,f) 
is a local submanifold of M (around p) and p is a. critical point of X(X, {f))\c(x,fy 
We impose the following additional hypothesis: iv) p is a non degenerate critical 
point of Х(Х(/)),с(;^,Я-
Let p e M be a оз-singularity of {X,f) e W. 
Lemma 5.2. There are neighborhoods U of 0 in R and N of p in M and a С im­
bedding a: и -^ N such that: a) a(0) = p and q e C(X,/ ) n N only if qe a(l/); 
b) a 15 tangent to that eigenspace of DXp associated to the eigenvalue À^ = 0 at p. 
Denote this eigenspace by T^; c) the contact, between a and T^ at p, is o/2"^ order; 
d) if qe (x{U) and q =¥ p then q is a G щ-singularity of {X,f). 
Proof. Let {x^, X2) be a system of coordinates around p such that x^^p) = 
= ^lip) = 0 and (djdx^) {p) G Т^\ i = 1, 2 (see [2], page 15). 
Take the function F(xi, ^2) = X{f) (x^, X2); it satisfies {dF\dx2) (O, 0) ф 0. 
Applying the Implicit Function Theorem there exists a С function X2 = a(xi) defined 
around Xi = 0 which is solution of F{x^, X2) = 0 and satisfying a(0) = a'(0) = 0. 
We now look at the following function 
H{x,) = X{X{f)){x,,a{x,)). 
It satisfies Я(0) - Я'(0) = О and Я"(0) Ф 0. From this fact and by a simple 
calculation we deduce that a"(0) ф 0 and if x^ Ф 0 then H(x^ Ф 0 (this shows 
5.2.C and 5.2.d. respectively). П 
Lemma 5.3. There exist neighborhoods В of {X,f) in W and N of p in M and 
a С function G : В -> R such that: 
a) G(Y,g) = 0 if and only if (У, g) has a Q^-singularity in N; the other points 
in C(Y, g) n N are Gm-singularities; 
b) if G(y, g) < 0 then C{Y, g) n Â  contains two points q^ and ^2 which are 
Gi-singularity of (Г, g) and the other points of it are Gm-singularities; 
c) if G{Y, g) > 0 then C[Y, g) n N contains only Gm-singularities 
d) DG{XJ) Ф 0. 
Proof. Consider the same coordinates around p given in preceeding proof. 
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As before we can get a function q : В -^ N given by q{Y, g) = {ß{Y, g), oc{ß{Y, g), 
Y, g)) where 
X2 = a'(xi, Y, g) is the solution of 
Y{g) (xi, ^2) = О provided that — Y{g) (x^, X2) Ф 0 
ÔX2 
and, 
^i = ß[Y, g) is a non degenerate critical point of 
Я(х1, У, g) = Y{Y{g)) {x,, a{x,, Y, g)) for (У, g) 
belonging to some neighborhood of {X,f) in Ж (see proof of Lemma 5.2). 
Note that ß{X,f) = a(0,X,/) = 0. 
Suppose, for simplicity, that (d^HJdxl) {ß{Y, g), Y, g) > 0. 
For each (У, g) close enough to {X,f) in W, we have: 
a) if H{ß{Y, g). Y, g) = О then H(xi, У, g) > О for every x^; 
b) if H{ß(Y, g), Y,g)<0 then there are points a ,̂ «2 cbse to jS(y, 0̂ ) in Я with 
a, < ß <a2 and satisfying H(ai, У, Ö') = H(bi, У, g) = 0, (оЯ/axi) (a^, Z g) < 0 
and {ôHldXi){a2,Y,g) > 0. 
c) if H(ß(Y, g), Y, g) > О then H(xi, У. ^) > О for every x^ running in a neigh­
borhood of Xi = 0 in Я. 
Now, observe that 
^iq{Y,g),Y,g)==0; 
OX I 
so using the both following equations: Y(g){q{Y,g) = 0, H{ß(Y, g), Y, g) = 0 we 
conclude that if H{ß{Y, g), Y, g) = О then 
Y{q{Zg)) = ^{q{Y,glY,g) = ö and ^^(^(У, ^), У, ^) Ф О . 
oxi dxl 
Furthermore, it can be easily show (by picking canonical coordinades around 
q{Y, g)) that q{Y, g) is a Qj-singularity of (У, g). 
A straightforward computation shows that the points qi{Y, g) = (a^, a{a^, У, Ö')), 
^2(y, g) = (<̂2» ^(^2, y, ö')) are Gi-singularities of (У, f̂). 
If H{ß{Y, g), Y,g)>0 then С(У, g) n N contains only Gjn-singularities where N 
is a convenient neighborhood of p in M. 
The required function is given by 
G{Y,g)==H{ß{Y,g),Zg), D 
Remark 5.4. In Lemma 5.3, the neighborhoods В and N can be chosen such that 
if G{Y, g) = 0 then (XJ) at p is germ equivalent to (У, 0̂ ) at ^(У, g), 
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Remark 5.5. Lemma 5.3 describes the universal unfolding of a ßa-singularity 
(see Figure 4). 
•x.<0 
\ = 0 
X>0 
Fig. 4. Unfolding of a ßg-singularity 
6. THE Ö4-SINGULARITY 
Definition 6.1. A point p e M is a Q^-singularity of (X, / )e FT if: i) X{p) = 0, 
ii) jp is a composed focus [2] of X; iii) p is not a critical point of/. 
Let i? G M be a ß4-singularity of (x,f) e W. 
Lemma 6.2. There are neighborhoods U of 0 in R and N of p in M and a С 
imbedding a:U -^N such that: a) a(0) = p and q C{XJ) n N only if qe a(U); 
b) if q e(x{U) and q ^ p then q is Gm-singularity of {X,f); c) a is transverse to 
Lf{p) at p. 
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Proof. As p is a composed focus of Z, let x = {Xu ^^) be a system of coordinates 
around p in M, satisfying x{p) = 0, 
dxj 
ip) = 
dX (p + 0 and ^ - ( p ) = —-(p) = 0 . 
dxi oXi 0x2 
(see [2], page 24) . 
The function F(x^, X2) = X(f) (x^, X2) satisfies 
F{0, 0) = 0. {dFJdx,) (0, 0) = - a{dfldx2) (O, 0), (̂ ^̂ /Эх̂ ) (0, 0) = a{dfldx,) (0, O)-
Since p is a regular point of/ we may assume {dfjdXi) (o, 0) ф 0; so let X2 = a (x^) 
be the solution of F(xi, X2) = 0, satisfying a(0) = 0-
As before, by using the function 
H{xi) = X{X(f)) (xi, a(xi)) the present proof is immediately concluded. D 
x<o 
x=o 
X > 0 
Fig. 5. Unfolding of a 04-singularity 
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Corollary 6.3. There exist neighborhoods В of {X,f^ in W and N of p in M and 
a C'^ function q:B-^N such that: a) У{д){^{У,д)) = Y{Y{g)) {q{Y^ g)) = Q 
and b) Y{q{Y, g)) = 0, for each (7, g) e B. 
Proof. It follows immediately from 6.2 and Lemma 3.12 in [2], page 25. П 
Lemma 6.4. There exist neighborhoods В of {X,f) in W, N of p in M and a С 
function G : В -^ R satisfying: 
a) G[Y, g) = 0 if and only if has a Q^^-singularity in N; 
b) if G(7, ^) 4= 0 then C{Y, g) n contains one point which is a G ^-singularity 
of (Y, g^ and the other points of it are Gm-singularities 
c) DG{XJ) Ф 0. 
The Lemma 6.4 is demonstrated by already known methods. 
Remark 6.5. Remark 5.4 holds if p is a 64-singularity. 
Remark в.в. Lemma 6.3, describes the universal unfolding of a g4-singularity 
(see Figure 5). 
7. THE Ö5-SINGULARITY 
Definition 7Л. A point p e M is a Q^-singularity of (X,f)e Ж if: i) X{p) ф 0, 
ii) JP is a degenerate critical point o f / but the reare coordinates (x^, X2) around p 
in M such that xj^p) = X2{p) = 0 and /(x^, X2) == i^i^:? + ^62^2 where г̂  = 
= ± 1 , i = 1,2. 
Let p e M be a ßs-singularity of [X, f) e Ж 
Lemma 7.2. There are neighborhoods U of 0 in R, N of p in M and a С im­
bedding a: и -^ N such that: a) a(0) = p and q e C{XJ) n N only if q e a{U); 
b) a is transverse to Lf[p) at p; c) if qe a(U) and q "¥ p then q is G^-singularity 
of(X,f); d) a can be choosen such that ( /o a) (t) = t^. 
Proof. Let X = (xi, X2) be that system of coordinates around p given in Defini-
tion 7.L 
The function F{x^, X2) = X{f) (x^, X2) satisfies 
F(0, 0) = — (0, 0) = 0 and — (0, O) = 82X^0, 0) . 
dxi ÔX2 
A simple calculation shows that the hypothesis X{X{f)) (p) + 0 implies X\0, 0) Ф 
Ф 0. So applying the Implicit Function Theorem there is a function X2 = a(xi) 
which is a solution of F{x^, X2) = 0 and satisfying a(0) = a'(0) = 0. 
If one looks at the function /i(xi) = ( / o a ) ( x i ) we deduce that /i(0) = h'{0) = 
= h"{0) = 0 and h'%0) = (ô^Fldxl) (O, 0) Ф 0. 
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It is clear that a is transverse to X Sit p. 
Now, the conclusion of the proof is trivial. П 
Corollary 7.3. There are neighborhoods В of {XJ) in W and N of p in M such 
that the critical set of each {Y,g) e В is a C " ^ codimension one submanifold of N 
transverse to Y^^^. 
Corollary 7.4. Following Corollary 7.4 there is a C " ^ imbedding i : В-> N 
such that: i) i{Y,g) e C{Y,g); ii) i{X,f) = p; iii) i{Y,g) is a non degenerate critical 
point of h:C{Y,g)nN-^R where h{Y) = dg{TXC{Y,g))(Ty{C{Y, g)))) being 
the tangent space of C{Y,g) at У). 
The next lemma is demonstraded by already known techniques: 
Lemma 7.5. There are neighborhoods В of {X,f) in WandNofp in M and a C " ^ 
function G : В -^ R such that: 
a) G(F, ^) = 0 if and only if (7, g) has a ßs-singularity; q{Y, g) in N\ any point 
in C{Y, g) different from ^ is a Gj„-singularity; 
> .̂»- :̂ -=i-—I—^ ^̂ '̂ > 
î^J:!:..,.—^^--> « - - ' ^ — - ^ 
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> ^ v ^ '̂̂ ~-" -''" - ^ 
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Fig. 6. Unfolding of a ßg-singularity 
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b) If G{Y, g) > О then (Y, g) has a G,i-singularity in N; the other points in 
C{Y, g) r\ N are Gupsingularities; 
c) If G(Y, g) < О then C{Y, g) n N contains only Gm-singularities; 
d) DG{XJ) + 0. 
Remark 7.6. Remark 5.4 holds if p is a gs-singularity. 
Remark 7.7. Lemma 7.5 describes the universal unfolding of a Qg-singularity 
(see Figure 6). 
8. THE 06-SINGULARITY 
Definition 8.1. A point p e M is a Q^-singularity of {X,f)e Wif: i) X{p) Ф 0, 
ii) p is a non degenerate critical point of/; iii) X{X{f)) (p) = 0; iv) X{X{x(f))) {p) Ф 0. 
Let p G M be a Qe-singularity of {X,f) e W, 
Lemma 8.2. There are neighborhoods F of 0 in jR and iV of p in M and a С im­
bedding a:U -^N such that: a) a(0) = p; b) ^ e C(X,f) n N only if ^ e a{U); 
C{X,f) is tangent to Lf[p) at p and this contact is of 2"^^ order; d) if ^ e oc{U) and 
q =¥ p then ^ is a Gm-singularity; e) 0 is a regular point ofX(X(f)) (a(r)). 
Proof. Let X = (xi, X2) be the system of coordinates around p satisfying x(p) = 0 
a n d / ( x i , ^2) = ie^Xj + ie2^2 with ê  = ± 1 . 
The function F(xi, X2) = X( / ) (xj, X2) satisfies F ( 0 , O) = 0 and DF(0, O) = 
= {8,X\ 82X^). 
Assuming -X^̂ (p) Ф 0 we can get a function X2 = «(х^) which is solution of 
jp(xi, X2) = 0 such that a(0) = 0 and 
a'(0) = e,X\0, 0)ls2X^{ö, 0) . 
Note that X{X{f)) (p) = 0 implies г̂  Ф в2 and Z^O, 0) = ±X\0, 0); so a'(0) -
= ±1. 
A straightforward calculation shows that a"(0) Ф 0 and 0 is a regular point of 
X{X{f)) (xi, a(xi)) provided that X{X{X{f))) (p) Ф 0. 
Now, the conclusion of this proof is trivial. П 
Lemma 8.3. There are neighborhoods В of(X,f) in Wand N of p in M and a C*"^ 
function q:B-^N such that: a) q{XJ) = p; b) Y{g) {q{Y, g)) = Y{Y{g)) {q{Y, g)) = 0 
and Y{Y(Y[g))){q[Y,g)) Ф 0; c) if q{Y,g) is a critical point of q then g{Y, g) is 
a Qß-singularity of (Y, g); d) if q{Y, g) is not a critical point of q then q{Y, g) 
is a Giy-singularity of (Y, g); Q)If y e C(Y, g) n N and y ф q{y, g) then y is a Gm-
singularity of{Y,g), 
The p r o o f of this Lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.4. 
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Lemma 8.4. There are neighborhoods В of(X,f) in W and N of p in M and a C" ^ 
function G : В -^ R such that: 
a) G{Y,g) = 0 i/ and only if {Y, g) has a Q^-singularity in N; the other points 
in C(y, g) n N are Gui-singularities of (7, g). 
b) / / G{Y,g) Ф 0 then C{Y, g) n N contains one point q^ which is a Gn-singu-
larity of ( F , g), one point ^2 "^hich is a Giy-singularity of (Y, g); furthermore 
if у e C{Y, g) n N with qi ф y, i = 1, 2, then у is a Gm-singularity of(Y, g), 
c) DG{XJ) Ф 0. 
This p r o o f is easy; it is enough to take the function G{Y,g) — У(У(^))(р^ 
where Pg is the critical point of g close to p in M and (7, g) belongs to some suitable 
neighborhood of (Z, / ) in Ж П 
Remark 8.5. Remark 5.4 holds if p is a g^'singularity of (X , / ) . 
Remark 8.6. Lemma 8.4 describes the universal unfolding of a Qg-singularity 
(see Figure 7). 
x = 0 
X?tO 
Fig. 7. Unfolding of a ß^-singularity 
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9. THE 07-SINGULARITY 
Definition 9.1. A point peM is a. Q^singularity of {X,f)e Wit: i) X{p) + 0; 
ii) p is a regular point if/; iii) X{f){p) = X{X{f))(p) = Х(Х{Х{/)))(p) = 0 and 
X{X{X{X{f))))ip) + 0; iv) D[X{f)l + 0. 
Let p G M be a 67-singularity of {X,f) e W, 
Lemma 9.2. There are neighborhoods U of 0 in R and N of p in M and a С im­
bedding a : L/ -> iV such that: a) a(0) = p, Ъ) cc is tangent to Lf(^p) at p and this 
contact is ofy^ order; c) if qe a(U) and q ^ p then q is a Gm-singularity of(X,f). 
Proof. First consider x = {xx, X2) a system of coordinates around p such that 
X(xi, X2) = (1, 0). We deduce that 
X ( / ) ( x „ x , ) = ^ ( x „ x , ) , Dp{X{f)) = 1 ^ ( 0 , 0 ) 1 ^ ( 0 , 0 ) , 
dxi oxi oxx 
x(z(/))(o,o) = 1^(0,0) = 0. 
0X1 
The last equation and Definition 9.1 imply that (d^fjdx^ 0x2) (0,0) Ф 0;so we can 
get a function X2 = a(xi) which is solution of X[f) (x^, X2) = 0 and satisfies 
a(0) = a'(0) = 0 and a"(0) = - | ^ ( 0 , 0) - ^ (0, 0 ) . 
ÔXI dx^, 0X2 
Observe that the condition X{X(X{f))) (p) = 0 implies a''(0) 4= 0 and the condition 
X{X{X{X{f)))){p) Ф 0 implies a"(0) ф 0. 
One can show that x^ = 0 is a non degenerate critical point of the following 
function. 
/ i (x i )=X(X( / ) ) (x i , a (xO) 
This ends the proof. П 
As before one shows the next lemma: 
Lemma 9.3. There are neighborhoods В of {X,f) in W and N of p in M and 
a C'^ function G : Б ~> jR such that: 
a) G(Y, g) = 0 if and only if (У, g) has a Qj-singularity q{Y, g) in N; the other 
points in C(Y, g) n N are Gm-singularities; 
b) if G{Y,g) < 0 then C{Y,g) nN contains two points q^ and 2̂» which are 
Glysingularities of (Y, g); the other elements of C(7, g) n N are Gm-singularities; 
c) if G{Y,g) > 0 then C{Y,g) nN contains only Gm-singularities; 
d) DG{XJ) Ф 0. 
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Remark 9.4. Remark 5.4 holds if p is a ß7-singularity. 
Remark 9.5. Lemma 9.3 describes the universal unfolding of a 07-singularity 
(see Figure 8). 
x>0 
X = 0 
x<o 
Fig. 8. Unfolding of a 07-singularity 
10. THE Ö8-SINGULARITY 
Definition 10.1. A point ;?еМ is a gg-singularity of {XJ)e Wit i) X{'p) ф 0; 
ii) p is a regular point of/; iii) X{F) (p) = 0; iv) p is a non degenerate critical point 
of^(/);v)X(Z(Z(/)))(p) + 0. 
Remark 10.2. Here one has to distinguish two cases: i) p is a saddle of X{f) and 
ii) p is a extremum of X(f), 
Remark 10.3. Supposing 10.1 i) and 10.2 i) valid then the condition "p is a critical 
point of Х{РУ' implies that X{X{f)) (p) = 0. 
Preliminair Calculation. Let p e M be a ßg-singularify of{X,f) e W, 
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Taking X = (xi, x^) the same coordinates, around p (say in I/), given in the proof 
of Lemma 8.2 define a function 
H:V xW-^R by Я(х„ x„ У, ^) = Y{Y{g)) (x^, x^) . 
We have: 
Я(0, 0, Z, / ) = 0 , 1)Я(0, 0, X, / ) = (siZS £2^^) (0, 0) . 
As X{p) Ф 0 we may assume X^(0, O) ф 0; so there is a С real function X2 = 
= a(xi, y, ö') which is solution of Я = 0 and such that a(0, X, / ) = 0, (^a/5xi). 
. (0, XJ) - -E,X\0, 0)l82X\0, 0). 




^(O.Z,/) = 0 and ^-^AO,X,f) = e, + eJ^{0,X,f)). 
Ci ^Xi \OTi / 
But we know that X{X{X{f))) (p) Ф 0; and this implies, in particular, that 
{d^'hjdxl) (0, X, / ) Ф 0. Hence, as before, we can get a function x^ = ß{Y, g) which is 
solution of (5/i/öxi) (xi, Y,g) = 0 with ß{X,f) = 0, Moreover, for each {Z g), 
close enough {X,f) in W, ß{Y,g) is a non degenerate critical point of h{x^, Y,g) 
(say a minimum). This means the following: 
a) if h{ß{Y, g\ y, g) = 0 then h{x,, Y, g) = 0 only if x^ = ß{Z g); 
b) if h{ß{Y, g), Y,g)>0 then for any x̂  (and (У, g) fixed) /i(xi, У, ^) > 0; 
c) if h{ß(Y,g), Y,g)<0 then there exists two points ßx^ßi.ßi < ß{(o) < ßi 
such that /z(j?i, У, g) = /г(̂ 52. У, ö̂ ) = 0 but 
^ ( ^ „ У , ^ ) > 0 and | ^ ( ^ „ У , о г ) < 0 ; 
5Xi ÖXi 
this implies that the point {ß^. У, g), is a regular point of Y{g) (x^, X2), Y{Y{g)). 
. (Д, a{ßi, Zg) = 0 and У(У(У(^))) (j5„ a(jß„ У, of)) Ф 0, i = 1, 2. This corresponds 
to say that those points are Giy-singularities of (У, g). 
We separate our study in two cases. 
Case i) e^ = £2-
The above case a) says that the point q{Y, g) = {ß(Y, g), ct{ß{Y, g). У, g) is a Qs' 
singularity of (У, g); moreover the conex component of C{Y, g) containing q(Y, g) 
is a simple point. 
The case c) says that Cij^g) is, locally around p, a closed curve where q — 
= {Ръ a(/?i, y, g)) e C{Y, g) and ^2 = {ßi. oi{ß, У, ö̂ )) are Gjv-singularities of (У, ö') 
and the others points in the curve are Gm-singularities of (У, g). 
Case ii) ê  ф £2-
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The above case a) says that the point q{Y, g) = {ß{Y, g), (x{ß(Y, g), Y, g) is a ßs-
singularity of {Y, g); moreover the conex component of C(7, g) containing q{Y, g) 
is locally topologically equivalent to Xj = X2. If ^ G C{Y, g) n N (where iV is a suitable 
neighborhoods of p in M) then ^ is a Gnrsingularity of (У, g). 
The case b) says that C{Y, g) is given, locally around p, by two disjoint branches 
of curves such that any point in it is a Gm-singularity. 
The case c) says that C{Y, g) is still given, locally around p, by two disjoint branches 
of curves, Ci and C2) such that qi = (ßi, a(j5 ,̂ 7, g)) e Ci, i = 1, 2, are Giy-singulari-
ties of (7, g); the others points in C(Y g) n N distinct from qi (i = 1,2) are С/цг 
singularities of (7, g) where N is some neighborhood of p in M. 
The preceding calculation permits us to prove the following result. 
Lemma 10.4. Let p e M be a Q^-singularity of {X,f)eW. Then there exist 
neighborhoods В of (X,f) in W and N of p in M and a C~^ function G : В -> R, 
such that: 
a) G{Y, g) = 0 if and only if (7, g) has a Q^-singularity q(Y, g)eN. Moreover 
either C{Y, g) n N is a single point or it is homeomorphic to the curve S — {(x, >') e 
\>o 
Я > 0 
x = o 
^-0 
\<o ^<o 
Fig. 9. Unfolding of a ßg-singularity (case one) Fig. 10. Unfolding of a ös'Singularity (case two) 
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e R^; x^ - y^ = 0};ifqE C{Y, g) n N and q ^ q{Y, g) then q is a G щ-singular it y 
of {Y, g); 
b) if G{Y,g) > 0 then etiher C{Y, g) n N = ф or C{Y, g) r\ N contains only 
Gin-singularity of (Z g); 
c) if G ( 7 , g) < 0 then C{Y, g) n N contains two points of (7, g) which are Gjy-
singularities of{Y, g); the other points of C{Y,g) n N are Gm-singularities of(Y, g); 
d) DG{X,f) Ф 0. 
Proof. It is enough to define the following function G{Y, g) = h{ß{Y, g), У, g) 
where the functions h and ß are given in he above calculation. П 
Remark 10.5. Remark 5.4 holds if/? is a gg-singularity. 
Remark 10.6. Lemma 10.4 describes de universal unfolding of a ßg-singularity. 
11. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We are calling by Q-singularity of {X,f) any one of the ß^singularity, i = 
= 1, 2 , . . . , 8 defined in the preceding sections. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m A. Part 1) and Part 3) follow from 3.6, 4.5, 5.3, 6.4, 7.5, 8.4, 
9.3 and 10.4. 
Part 2) follows from 3.7, 4.6, 5.4, 6.5, 7.6, 8.5, 9.4 and 10.5. 
Finally, Part 4) is trivial. 
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